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CRAFTSMANSHIP 
 
Quality and craftsmanship play a significant role in Maria Kovadi Fine Jewellery. It is, 
therefore, of great importance for the brand to support and work with such amazing 
artisans who translate years of their experience into making very special pieces. 
Workmanship of this kind is difficult to find nowadays and production took many years to 
set up, owing to the length of time it took to find Italian craftsmen who could translate 
years of experience and creative knowledge into both innovative and delicate designs 
produced by the brand. There aren’t many such highly skilled creaftsmen left and so 
Maria Kovadi Fine Jewellery aims to preserve their skills and trade as well as to create 
special jewellery, pieces of art with their hands. 

Each part of the production is the responsibility of a certain artisan, an expert in the field 
and each and every one of them leaves a part of the soul of each person who worked on 
it. Skilled, knowledgeable and meticulous experts such as goldsmiths, engraver, sculptor 
and stone setter, many of whom have more than 30 years experience, are located 
throughout Italy, in key jewellery centres such as Valenza, its surrounding regions and 
Milan. Each creation’s journey is a long one but one which endows each piece with love 
and care. 

Curiosity and passion for fine jewellery can be seen in the attention to detail. Our 
artisans love what they do and are open to experiments, taking on any design, however 
complicated.  The whole team works in unison to find creative and technical solutions to 
achieve the best results. Over the years they have perfected unique techniques allowing 
them to play with styles and create modern pieces with classic elements that can be 
cherished for many years to come.   
 
 

For more information or to make an appointment, please contact Alexandra Garrett  
+44 208 003 5885, alexandra@kovadi.com 

	  


